New workshops page launched
Check it out
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FOR PARENTS
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[image: Child Psychologist]We’re committed to empowering children and parents with the social and emotional tools they need to thrive.


for parents
Find out all we can offer to parents and kids.
browse our workshops
Enrol in our award-winning workshops and programs.
view our assessment options
Our team of experts can carry out a wide range of evidence-based assessments.
view our treatments
We offer online and face-to-face services to empower children and parents.

Upcoming Workshops

The Best Of Friends® Holiday
The Best Of Friends® Program
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[image: Child Psychologist]We’ve already helped dozens of schools implement our innovative programs and use our internationally acclaimed tools.

for schools
Find out all we can offer schools and clinics.
See our tools for schools
Tried and tested tools and products for forward-thinking schools.
Explore our success stories
Meet some of our clients and read our success stories.
view our Workshops
Enrol or refer a student and parents to our in-person, online or live workshops.

View our Programs

the best of friends®basecamp® - anxietypower up - performance
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Resources
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ALL resources
Explore all our practical resources.
Prevent
Evidence-based tools to help proactive parents stay ahead of issues.

Optimise
Resources to help you enhance your family's wellbeing.

Resolve
Practical ideas and tricks to solve everyday problems.




Browse by stage

Toddlers

Kids

Teens

Grown Ups
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about us
[image: Arrow Down][image: Child Psychologist]We pride ourselves on being different. We think from a child’s perspective and use the creative, award-winning tools we’ve designed to improve and optimise their mental health.


About usCONTACT USCOMPANY NEWSMEET OUR TEAMMEDIA AND PRESSBRITECHILD PLATFORM
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Quirky Kid has two titles shortlisted for the London Book Fair International Excellence Awards 2016

Quirky Kid was proudly shortlisted for two London Book Fair International Excellence Awards in 2016.
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The Positive Schools Conference in Singapore

Check out our summary of the Positive School Conference, where we showcased our new SEL program and resources.
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Motherhood Debate

The Morning Show
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[image: Child Psychologist]Tried and tested child psychology tools and resources handmade or handpicked by our team of experts.

SHopAll Categories
For Kids
For Parents
For Professionals
Online Course
Quirky Kid
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Overcoming Playground Politics 

Discover effective strategies for overcoming playground politics among children aged 5-12 years, by nurturing skills with our practical and playful online course. Led by Dr. Kimberley O'Brien, Principal Child Psychologist at Quirky Kid, this course offers techniques for parents to implement immediately. 
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Behaviour Series Pack

A smashing series primed to help young readers ease through essential early childhood skills including manners, greetings and nightmares.
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Hi! Thanks! Bye!

Where are your manners? A story about why manners matter.
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About ussignupLog outsupport
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New online learning now available
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ASSESSMENTs & INTERVENTION

WORKSHOPS
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For Parents
|
Live


How to support children dealing with grief
In our webinar, we explore children's grief in its forms and signs. Learn to support your child through loss, addressing their fears with age-appropriate responses. Discover strategies for significant dates and the concept of finding meaning in grief. This session offers guidance for comforting children during tough times, helping them remember loved ones positively and explore recent research on the sixth stage of grief, which involves finding meaning.


REGISTER NOW
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For Kids
|
In-Person
10-Week

The Best Of Friends® Program
The Best of Friends® (BoF) is a social and emotional learning program that empowers children aged 7 to 13 with the knowledge, skills and confidence to understand and manage emotions and social situations. This is the 10-week program version of The Best of Friends®. You can participate online or join us in a clinic setting.


REGISTER NOW
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Register Now 
see all groupsCONTACT US
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Our cutting-edge child psychology resources have had a positive
impact on more than 7000 families
in over 30 countries.
explore our tools
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ASSESSMENTs & INTERVENTION

for parents 

Our expert team of child psychologists has substantial experience in understanding behaviours and emotions from the child's perspective. We have a range of assessment tools and evidence-based interventions to help your child overcome any difficulties and shine. Taking the first step can be daunting, but you've come to the right place.

We're here to help.
BOOK NOWEXPLORE
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SEL PROGRAMS & SERVICES

for SCHOOLS 

Quirky Kid's social and emotional learning (SEL) programs have been successfully implemented in schools and clinics around the world. They've been independently verified and won local and international awards. We’re proud to deliver high-quality programs that promote children’s wellbeing.


You’re in very good company.
FIND OUT MOREBook a call
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GUIDES & RESOURCES

latest resources


[image: Parents riding a double bike in difference directions with a child in the middle to represent parenting styles.]Optimise
Kids
Guides & Tools

How to Manage Different Parenting Styles
When one parent is authoritarian and the other tries to compensate, problems can arise. Our expert advice will help you find balance. We’ve all heard of helicopter parents who overprotect their children and tiger parents who push their children to succeed, but the original parenting styles were introduced by clinical and developmental psychologist Diana Baumrind in 1966.
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Resolve
Guides & Tools
A Guide to Slow Processing Speed 
Children with slow processing speed may take longer to process information, but that doesn't mean they're less intelligent. We look at this emerging concept and how to help children who have it.
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Optimise
Guides & Tools
Positive Body Image in the Age of Selfies and Social Media
Want to promote positive body image? Learn how to send the right message when talking to your child.






Keep Learning
READ ALLLISTEN TO IMPRESSIVE
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Want to know more?  (02) 9362 9297
make an appointment
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